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THE ANALYTICS STACK IS 
CONSOLIDATING… NOW WHAT? 
3 WAYS APPLICATION OWNERS CAN HELP CIOS BETTER 
EVALUATE RAPIDLY-ADVANCING DATA INFRASTRUCTURE
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As the technology that underpins data and analytics continues to advance, 
consolidation is taking place across the traditional analytics stack. From data 
warehousing to the data visualization layer, the tools for turning data into 
actionable insights are becoming more open and accessible. It’s a natural 
evolution in the lifecycle of technology—and in the case of data analytics, it’s 
giving rise to a new class of converged platforms that deliver capabilities and 
use cases never thought possible before.

This raises important questions for CIOs and other IT leaders about the 
effectiveness of their existing analytics stack and when to evaluate new options. 
As every IT leader knows, there comes a time in the lifecycle of every technology 
when a stack of legacy tools starts to look like a ball and chain.

But taking stock of the current situation—objectively assessing the limitations 
of legacy tools vs. the possibilities enabled by new innovations—is easier said 
than done. Organizations have been structured in basically the same way for 
decades now, with the vast majority of roles carrying a legacy of expectations.

This configuration tends to make the dominoes fall the same way during any 
decision process. 

Most companies today recognize the value of self-service BI, and consolidated 
data and analytics platforms like Incorta are making it easier to enable than 
ever before. Old habits and siloed thinking, however, often get in the way.

How do you break the cycle? Look to your application owners.  
Traditionally viewed as “supervisors” who monitor an application after 
its release, tracking performance and ensuring minimal downtime, it’s 
sometimes easy to overlook application owners as key strategic partners 
for the business—and that’s a mistake. Unlike IT team leads, who often 
(albeit unknowingly) put their technology agendas ahead of larger business 
directives by advocating for best-of-breed tools, application owners operate 
with the bigger picture in mind. What’s more, application owners not only 
have in-depth knowledge of business processes—they understand the 
underlying technology as well. This makes them the perfect partner for 
helping you achieve a more holistic view of what the organization needs to 
accelerate business speed, agility, and growth as a whole.

As a former Applications Architect at Oracle, I’ve spent years working closely 
with application owners and have seen firsthand the outsized impact they 
can have on an organization, especially when it comes to analytics platform 
decisions. Here are three key ways application owners and consolidated data 
and analytics platforms are transforming organizations across every industry:

WHAT’S HAPPENING

Most companies today recognize the value of self-service BI, 
and consolidated data and analytics platforms like Incorta are 
making it easier to enable than ever before. Old habits & siloed 
thinking, however, often get in the way.
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CIOs are often bombarded by teams across the organization, each wanting best-of-breed tools for their own departments. This effectively holds CIOs 
hostage to a patchwork of legacy systems, preventing them from transitioning to the best solution for the entire organization.

When evaluating best-of-breed vs. converged solutions, it’s imperative to think about the impact beyond optimization at the departmental level. 
There are certain unavoidable overhead costs that come with orchestrating flows of data across many independent systems—regardless of how 
interoperable the systems claim to be. What’s more, some of the greatest sources of overhead are often hidden from view.

To uncover these costs, ask yourself the following questions:

These are the kinds of holistic, organization-level questions that need to be asked when considering a piecemeal vs. converged data analytics solution. 
In the end, it comes down to one ultimate question: What kind of company do you want to be?

DOING WHAT’S BEST FOR THE ENTIRE ORGANIZATION

How many dependencies are baked into our systems? 
Every connector, plugin, or adaptor in your stack represents compounding risk: you have no control over vendors 
and their decisions to cease support or even sunset products or compatibilities. Every additional tool increases the 
complexity of your analytics stack exponentially.

What are the security implications? 
As data moves through various layers of the stack, every “border crossing” represents an opportunity for data 
leakage and other potential security vulnerabilities.

What is the impact on data accuracy and fidelity? 
With best-of-breed systems, moving data up to the analytics and visualization layers generally requires aggregated 
copies of the data or data marts and cubes. This unchecked propagation of data can easily lead to inaccuracies, 
loss of fidelity, security vulnerabilities, and potential regulatory compliance issues.
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Converged data and analytics solutions allow CIOs 
to rip out the infrastructure that’s slowing down 
the organization, rather than try to piece together 
several systems with varying degrees of maturity and 
interoperability. In the current landscape of mergers 
and acquisitions in the data and analytics market, it 
might feel like analytics stacks have been created to 
interoperate perfectly with each other. However, just 
because Google acquires Looker and Salesforce acquires 
Tableau doesn’t mean they’re wonderfully integrated 
solutions or the overhead costs of coordinating between 
platforms disappear.

The traditional analytics stack is 
overloaded with dependencies. Every 
addition increases complexity by 5x.

Converged platforms 
deliver unmatched speed, 

flexibility and fidelity.

From Data to Insight: Traditional vs. Converged Analytics
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Converged data and analytics solutions allow CIOs to rip out the infrastructure that’s slowing down 

the organization, rather than try to piece together several systems with varying degrees of maturity 

and interoperability. In the current landscape of 

mergers and acquisitions in the data and analytics 

market, it might feel like analytics stacks have been 

created to interoperate perfectly with each other. 

However, just because Google acquires Looker and 

Salesforce acquires Tableau doesn’t mean they’re 

wonderfully integrated solutions or the overhead 

costs of coordinating between platforms disappear.

When one best-of-breed solution is 
prioritized for the efficiency gains in 
that one department, it comes at a 
cost to the rest of the organization.
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the efficiency gains in that one department,  
it comes at a cost to the rest of the organization.
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Every business understands the need to be data driven, but few have truly been able to 
establish a culture of deriving valuable insights from the data they collect. Sure, there’s 
more data than ever, but how do you act on that data in meaningful ways?

The key to creating a data-driven culture is making queries fast, easy, and intuitive 
to run. Following traditional approaches, it can take nine months to prepare the data 
warehouse and nine hours to run a query. What you want instead is an environment 
that can be ready in hours and run queries at sub-second speeds. It’s also important to 
get as many employees involved in the process as possible to ensure you aren’t siloing 
insights in one department.

What really accelerates business growth is widespread data curiosity. In order to  
create that sort of environment, it’s important to have a converged solution so you  
don’t bottleneck or silo certain parts of the organization. Nothing drops analytics 
adoption rates like forcing someone to wait weeks or months for a report. Nobody 
wants to put extra stress on the data team when it takes such effort to yield results,  
and that reluctance can easily translate into missed opportunities.

LAYING THE FOUNDATION FOR DATA CURIOSITY
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Laying the Foundation for 
Data Curiosity

Every business understands the need to be data 

driven, but few have truly been able to establish 

a culture of deriving valuable insights from 

the data they collect. Sure, there’s more data 

than ever, but how do you act on that data in 

meaningful ways? 

The key to creating a data-driven culture is 

making queries fast, easy, and intuitive to run. 

Following traditional approaches, it can take 

nine months to prepare the data warehouse 

and nine hours to run a query. What you want 

instead is an environment that can be ready in 

hours and run queries at sub-second speeds. It’s also important to get as many employees involved in the 

process as possible to ensure you aren’t siloing insights in one department. 

What really accelerates business growth is widespread data curiosity. In order to create that sort of 

environment, it’s important to have a converged solution so you don’t bottleneck or silo certain parts of 

the organization. Nothing drops analytics adoption rates like forcing someone to wait weeks or months 

for a report. Nobody wants to put extra stress on the data team when it takes such effort to yield results, 

and that reluctance can easily translate into missed opportunities.

Businesses as a whole are moving to a more agile, sprint-style methodology. Agile development has taken 

off because you’re able to experiment with what you can accomplish on short time cycles. Sometimes 

those sprints fail, but sometimes you’re pleasantly surprised by the results. Converged infrastructure 

makes agile analytics possible by reducing time-to-insight for everyone. 

“Because of Incorta, my business users are less focused on crunching data and 

analyzing data—say, in Excel—and more focused on asking questions of the 

data and being explorers of the critical issues that they face in the business.”

—Brian Keare, CIO of Nortek Security and Control

Businesses as a whole are moving to a more agile, sprint-style methodology. Agile development has taken off because you’re able to experiment  
with what you can accomplish on short time cycles. Sometimes those sprints fail, but sometimes you’re pleasantly surprised by the results.  
Converged infrastructure makes agile analytics possible by reducing time-to-insight for everyone.

“Because of Incorta, my business users are less focused on crunching data and analyzing data—say, in Excel—and 
more focused on asking questions of the data and being explorers of the critical issues that they face in the business.”

BRIAN KEARE,  
CIO, NORTEK CONTROL
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The more trustworthy your data is, the more data-driven your organization will become. 
Think about when you have a bad experience with a company or product—when are 
you likely to give them a second chance? Three years later? Four? It’s the same with 
data analysis. If you want your entire organization to be data driven, you need to make 
sure you are delivering trustworthy data. This doesn’t necessarily mean your data is 
perfect, but that as many people have access to the same view of the data as possible.

If you have a siloed team handling data and their recommendation is way off the mark, 
you might have an organization that doesn’t trust its data team for years. Nothing is 
perfect, and data certainly is never as clean as it should be, but a little transparency and 
data curiosity goes a long way. In fact, a smart approach is adopting an organization-
wide mindset that all of your data and analytics should be audit-defensible.

Converged solutions allow your organization to give everyone access to data—and, 
importantly, the provenance of that data—which increases overall data quality, 
curiosity, and trust. Giving people access to data—and visibility into where it came 
from—leads to greater levels of engagement across the organization. All of a sudden, 
people can start to question or defend data and its interpretation with confidence. This 
makes your data more trustworthy, which in turn leads to greater levels of engagement, 
which in turn creates more trust. It’s a virtuous cycle—and one that is next to impossible 
to create without a converged data and analytics platform.

The more trustworthy your data is, the more data-driven your organization will become.
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Making Data-Driven 
Decisions Routine

The more trustworthy your data is, the more data-driven your organization will become. Think about 
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The more trustworthy your data 
is,  the more data-driven your 
organization will become.MAKING DATA-DRIVEN DECISIONS ROUTINE
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With the core technology behind data and analytics rapidly advancing, a natural consolidation is underway in the traditional analytics stack.  
From top to bottom, the tools for gaining insight from data are becoming more open and accessible. This is giving rise to a new class of converged 
data analytics platforms that can deliver capabilities and use cases never thought possible before.

Holistic Business Enablement 
Every team across an organization wants the most powerful, high-performance system 
for their particular function. This holds CIOs hostage to legacy, best-of-breed solutions 
and prevents the organization from transitioning to modern solutions. With Incorta, 
organizations not only have an analytics platform that works for every team—it also 
delivers high performance at scale.

Sparking Data Curiosity 
How can you create a truly data-driven culture when teams have to wait weeks or 
months for answers to simple business questions? You can’t. With Incorta’s converged 
data and analytics platform, everyone is empowered to ask and answer their own 
business questions with data.

Data Everyone Can Trust 
Trustworthy data is at the very foundation of data-driven decision making. Incorta’s 
converged data and analytics solution allows you to give everyone access to the same 
view of organizational data, along with the lineage of the data (who has touched it 
along the way), all of which greatly increases data quality, curiosity, and trust.

INCORTA: BREAKING DOWN SILOS, BRINGING TEAMS TOGETHER
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Incorta: Breaking Down Silos, 
Bringing Teams Together 
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A B O U T  I N C O R TA
Incorta is the data analytics company on a mission to help data-driven enterprises be more agile and competitive by resolving 
their most complex data analytics challenges. Incorta’s Direct Data Platform gives enterprises the means to acquire, enrich, 
analyze and act on their business data with unmatched speed, simplicity and insight. Backed by GV (formerly Google Ventures), 
Kleiner Perkins, M12 (formerly Microsoft Ventures), Telstra Ventures, and Sorenson Capital, Incorta powers analytics for some 
of the most valuable brands and organizations in the world.  For today’s most complex data and analytics challenges, Incorta 
partners with Fortune 5 to Global 2000 customers such as Broadcom, Vitamix, Equinix, and Credit Suisse.  For more information, 
visit https://www.incorta.com 

THE DIRECT DATA  
PLATFORMTM


